We are contributing
to the
UN’s global goals

Our sustainability pledge to you
We want to make it easy and inspiring to discover Sweden in a sustainable
way. That is why we have made STF’s sustainability pledge. Read more on
what the pledge means for us and for you. And many thanks to you who
contributes as a guest!

As a guest,
you may help by:

· Explore the surroundings
gently without disturbing
our neighbors.

· Travel in a way that reduces
climate emissions. Both long
and short travel counts.

We sort
our waste

We make it easy for you
as a guest to sort your
waste and we strive to
reduce our waste.

We take responsibility for our energy
consumption

We use energy efficiently
and choose renewable
sources as far as possible.

We care about our
water resources

We use water economically and aim to reduce
our water consumption.

We engage
with society

We are committed to
our local community
based on our values
and on those of STF.

· Support our local esta-

blishments who contribute
to jobs and finances in our
local community.

Feel free to ask us
and we can give you
our best tips!

We follow the sustainability policy of
STF and want to make it easy for you
to travel in a sustainable fashion.

We contribute to a
living countryside and a
sustainable agriculture
We use products that are
organic, fair trade and locally
produced.

We use environmentfriendly products

We avoid disposables
and use solely eco-labelled
cleaning products.

We promote well-being
and good public health

We guide to nature and cultural
experiences that encourages
movement and thought for
increased quality of life.

We take our responsibility as an employer

We pay contractual wages
and we strive to create a
pleasant and including work
environment.
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